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NEW QUESTION: 1
The help desk received a call after hours from an employee who was attempting to log into the
payroll
server remotely. When the help desk returned the call the next morning, the employee was able
to log into
the server remotely without incident. However, the incident occurred again the next evening.
Which of the following BEST describes the cause of the issue?
A. Time-of-day restrictions prevented the account from logging in
B. The employee's account was locked out and needed to be unlocked
C. The employee does not have the rights needed to access the database remotely
D. The password expired on the account and needed to be reset
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An audit department has received anonymous information that an employee has allegedly
been able to steal and cash checks sent to the organization by customers. What is the most
efficient way for an auditor to determine how this type of fraud could occur and who might be
the perpetrator?
A. Confirm accounts payable.
B. Flowchart and analyze key controls in the cash receipts process.
C. Confirm accounts receivable.
D. Review the endorsements and banks of deposit on customers' canceled checks.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A user jack, using a bash shell, requests a directory listing as follows:
[email&#160;protected]: ~ $ 1s
dira dirb dirc diraa dirabc
Which three statements are correct?
A. The pattern dir*b? will expand to dirabc.
B. The pattern dir*a will expand to dira diraa.

C. The pattern dir*b? will expand to dirb dirabc.
D. The pattern dir*a will expand to diraa.
E. The pattern dir? will expand to dira dirb dirc.
Answer: A,B,E
Explanation:
A: dir followed by a single letter.
C: dir followed by any characters ending with a.
D: dir followed by any characters, then character b, then one single character. only dirabc
matches
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